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Single-valued price and quantity controls of a polluting activit,y are compared under 
uncertainty. The ability t,o substitute other inputs for the pollutant in t,he production 
of a positively valued final good, and the usual discrepancy between the amount, of 
pollution actually consumed and the amount emitted are carefully incorporated. The 
first is found to influence the degree to which cost fluctuation is reflected in the output, 
of the final good. The second concern alt,ers the region of the benefit, function int.o which 
output is inserted. Both change the welfare losses a.qsociated with random fluctuation in 
the costs of reducing pollution. 

The relative abilities of price and quantity controls to handle an economic 
activity in an uncertain environment have at,tractcd considerable analytic at- 
tention in the rcccxt litrraturc (SW, for example, [l, 4, ti]). U’hcn these more 
general studiPs are cast in terms of a pollution control problem, however, they 
fall short on two fronts. First of all, urdrss the pollutant and the positive product 
appear in fixed proportions, representing bot’h by a single variable (as in [a]) is 
inappropriate. Such a procedure misses the potential substitution of output for 
proportionately less pollution that can br affected by the reassignment of capital. 
In addition, the quantity of a pollutant actually being consumed is typically 
related to t,hc quantity produced by a plethora of weather related random 
variables. This second observation uncovers a source of significant uncertainty 
t>hat has been thus far ignored. The purpose of this paper, then, is to tract the 
impact of these two caveats on the comparison of priws (tffJwnt chargw) and 
quantit,iw (standards) in pollution control. 

The first section records tho certainty genesis of the onrQirm model within 
which WC will be working throughout most of the paper. Care is taken to guarantw 
that our two alternative controls generate precisely the same outcomr in an 
environment of complete information. As x-l-c subscqucntly turn to an uncertain 
world, WC can be sure of comparing certainty equivalent r~gukitiOrlS; any dis- 
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SUBSTITUTION AND POLLUTION CONTROL :4 1:: 

Three basic sourws of unc&ainty arc wt forth in the wcond section where the 
initial comparison is made. So that DYE may fully concentrate our attention on the 
relative merits of prices and quantities, we follow Weitzman’s lead and comparc 
single-valued, once and for all control specifications. It would seem, given the 
often espoused bureaucratic preference for simple regulations, that this limitation 
is not only analytically prudent, but is also asking the correct question vis A vis 
the special case of pollution control. Criticism of dealing with but a single firm is 
then answered by treating the mult,ifirm example in Section IV. In either case, 
differences in the variation of (total) output and (total) pollution created by the 
two controls emerge as the crucial determinants of which control is better; the 
curvatures of the relevant parts of the social loss function \viIl then reflect the 
importance of making the correct choice. 

Once the basic model is fully analyzed, the impacts of substitution (Section III) 
and random discrepancies in the amount of pollution consumrd (Section V) a,re 
handled easily. Substitution simply changes the effective curvature of the benefit 
function, thereby increasing or decreasing the losses created by output varia,tion. 
The consumption distortion of Section V meanwhile adds a similar effect on the 
curvature of the pollutant’s social cost function. 

I. l~QUJVAJ,EST CONTItOLS USDElL CEXTAJSTY 

Pollutants arc grncrally modeled as swondary output,s of joint production 
processes. Economically, howwr, they behave more like inputs. Increased 
emission levels diminish the public welfare just as economists expect people to 
dislike an increase in their working hours at the expense of their leisure time. 
Compensation must thrreforc bc paid by the produwr to the public, and con- 
stitutes a negative output price. I’or this reason, we will consider pollution to be 
a necessary input for the production of a final good (z). WC can then easily focus 
our attention on the substitution effects we mean to study by assuming profit 
maximizing, price taking behavior by the producer of 2, and altering the elasticity 
of substitution between the pollutant and a second productive factor (K). While 
we envision K to bc a homogrncous factor that is available at a constant per unit 
cost (r), it can also be thought to rrprrsent an aggrcgato of all inputs.3 

The production of 5 can thus bc summarized by x = f[K, (Z + q)], where z 
reflects the amount of pollution that leaves the plant, Q reflects the amount of 
pollution removed from the emissions stream, and (x + q) thrrcfore rt4rcts the 
total amount of pollution employed in the production of 2. Benefits from x arc 
recorded by B(x); the social cost of cmittcd pollution, by H(z) ; and thr cost of 
removing pollutants from the emissions stream, by C(q). We finally assume that 
for all 2, Q, and Z, B’(z), H’(z), C’(q), I!“( z , and C”(q) arc strictly positive, while ) 
B”(z) is st’rictly negative. 

3 Wit,hout this assumption, we would simply be concerned with ihe elasticit,ies of substitution 
between the pollutant and the other inputs on an individual basis. A ceteris p&bus change in one 
elasticity would have the same, albeit dampened, effect as the one we will rapture. Partial equilib- 
rium is similarly innocuous when we confine our study to either a single firm, or an industry that 
is small relative to the input market. 



The socially optima,1 triple (K’, q’, z’) can be discovered by solving 

El;: (B(x) - YK - N(2) - C(y)}. 
/ > 

The first-order conditions reveal some familiar results : 

B’ { fCK’, (z’ + 4’) 1 I ILK’, (z’ + a’) 1 = 1’, (la) 
B’{ fCK’, (3’ + Y’)] I f2CK’, (2’ + $11 = ff’b’), Oh) 
B’(f[K’, (x’ + y’)ll fr[K’, (2’ + y’)] = C’(d). Oc) 

The marginal value product of K must equal the per unit cost of K. The marginal 
value product of polluting must simultaneously equal the marginal cost of the 
portion that is cleaned up and the marginal social harm of the portion that is not 
cleaned up. Combining (lb) and (lc) also reveals that the marginal cleaning cost 
should equal the marginal social harm of not cleaning further. 

The assumed shapes of the various functions guarantee the uniqueness of 
(K’, Q’, z’). We need only demonstrate that (K’, Q’, z’) can be achieved under either 
price or quantity regulation of emissions to be assured of comparing certainty 
equivalent controls in the subsequent analysis of uncrrtaintjy. The logical choice 
for a price specification is p = N’(z’) per unit of pollution actually cmittrd from 
the plant. The producer of L (x-firm) maximizes profits by solving 

where I’, is the expected price of 2. The market clears only when 

Pz = B’lfCK’, (2’ + a’>lI, 

so that his first-order condit’ions, 

and 

duplicate (1). The price order p therefore achieves the optimum. 
The best quantity order meanwhile requires that no more than Z’ be emitted. 

If wc can demonstrate that the Arm will choose K’ and p’ when it is so con- 

strained, we will have proven our dcsircd equivalence. The x-firm is now forced 
to confront the problem, 

yqx (P,j[K, (2’ + Y>l - 7-k’ - C(y) ) . 

The first-order conditions subsequently specify that 

PJ”lCK, (2’ + dl = I’, (24 
and 

Pzj,CK, (2’ + n>l = C’(P). @b) 
Recalling that P, = B’( f[K’, (z’ + q’)]}, . 1~ e see that (2) duplicate (la) and (1~). 
The prescribed quantity control therefore also achieves t’he optimum. 
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II. AN INITIAT, COMPARISON UNDER UNCERTAINTY 

Uncertainty will initially enter our model from three distinct sources. First of 
all, both the benefits generated by consuming z and the social costs of consuming 
the pollutant are presumed to be imprecisely specified; i.e., B = B(x, II) and 
H = H (z, f), where 7 and f are random vectors that reflect not only random 
shocks to the entire system, but also imprecise knowledge of the functions them- 
selves. The cost of removing pollutants from emissions streams can also be subject 
to random changes. To reflect these effect’s, we assume that while the x-firm is 
capable of reading khem, t’he central regulatory agency must issue its command 
before they appear. These changes therefore constitute ex ante uncertainty about 
cleansing costs, for the center, that can be summarized by writing C = C(q, 8). 

A few technicalities will simplify our task. By specifying a CES production 
function, we can easily monitor the impact’ of substitution; thus, 

2 = [yKp + (1 - y) (z + qp-yp. 

The elasticity of substitution (u) is then simply [l/l - p]. As p approaches 1, 
substitution is easy, reflecting switches to nonpolluting techniques or production 
of pollutants that are easily neutralized. When p becomes arbitrarily negative, 
however, little substitution is possible; alternative techniques that produce a 

treatable pollutant are unavailable. We will also be assuming that 8, [, and 7 are 
all independently distributed. Footnotes will record the effect of omitting this 
final assumption. 

The e2 ante opt’imum can be represented by the triple (R,,,&, $3 t’hat maximizes 

E(B(r, 7) - rK - H(z, 8 - C(P, e> I. (3) 

If we assume that the cost and benefit functions have the correct shapes for all 
(0, [, 7) then (Ro, &, go) exists uniquely. The resulting production of z is, of course, 

L&J = [yRoP + (1 - y) (3, + Qo)p]“P. 

Our comparison becomes most tractible if w-e approximate each function with 
its second-order Taylor expansion around PO, Lo, and Lo. Thus 

and 

Bb, 7) = b(v) + [B’ + P(dl(x - A,> + +BII(X - &J2, 

C(P, 0) = a(e) + CC’ + a(O>l(a - do> + 4Cll(P - do>“, 

H(z, .i> = h(t) + [H' + S(t)](z - 2,) + 3H,,(z - 20)~. 

By defining the first-order coefficients in terms of means and dist’urbances (i.e., 
B’ = EBI(&, II> and D(V) = Bl(&, t) - B’), we can observe that &r(0) = EP(s) 
= Es([) = 0. If the random variables are compact and t’heir variances small, 
Samuelson assures us that second-order approximation costs us nothing (see [2]). 
Subsequent analysis of simpler control comparisons has, in addition, revealed that 
very little substantive economics is lost by stopping after three terms (see [5-J).” 

4 The effects that are subsumed by this assumption are easily rationalized in a geometric context 
Section V will provide an example. It should also be noted that by assuming the usual shapes for 
11, H, and C (see Section I) for all possible 8, q, and f, we can gllarantee that of the constants ap- 
pearing in the approximation, only B,, can, and will, be segative. 
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The first-order conditions that characterize (2 O, &, 4”) as the solutjions of (3) 
cnwrge from these restrictions in the form 

yB’[:i.“,l&]l--P = I’, (4s) 

(1 - r)B’[&/ (2, + I&)]‘- = H’, (4b) 

(1 - y)B’[&,‘(&o + &J-J’- = C’. (4c) 

Uy combining (4h) and (4c), we see that Ii’ = C’; (4a) and (4b) similarly revcal 
that 

[Y/(1 - Y)]C(& + 4o>/Rol’- = (y/H’). 

If wc define A = [rH’/(l - r)r], we can write 

20 = Au@, + Bo), 

$0 = (2, + cjo>[yA”~ + (1 - Y)]“P = (io + &X(P), 

and IXqs. (4) reduce to 

yB’ (i&p = yB’ 
[yA”p + (1 - ~)-J”P - l--p 
- 

- = Lr An 1 
7 (W 

and 

(1 - y)B’[Q’&, + &)-J--p = (1 - y)B’([yAap + (1 - y)]l/~)*--p = 13’ = C’. 

(4b’) and (4~‘) 
These notations will be used later. 

1. The Optimal Price Order 

For any price order (effluent tax) requiring payment on emissions, the z-firm 
will read 0 and choose the level of pollution the level of K, and thus the output 
level, that maximizes profits. We have previously constrained this firm t,o be price 
taker, and kll now assume that its expectations about the price of 5 are accurate, 
i.e., if p,(f) represents the’perceived price distribution, &n,(v) = R’.; The z-firm 
will thus maximize 

(B’{CrK(t, V + (1 - ~)[zCt, 0) + q(t, ‘31~1~‘~ - rK(t, 0) 

- %7(t, 01, 01 - t[z(t, e>1> 
with respect to K (t, o), z(t, 8), and q(t, o), for any specificcl t and observed 0. The 
first-order conditions require that 

rR’{(rK(t, 8)~ + (1 - r>Cz(t, 0) + act, e>l~l”p,‘K(t, e>)1-p = I‘, (54 

(1 - Y)B’{[-]“P/[Z(t, 0) + q(t, @I}‘-p = f, (5b) 

(1 - Y>w[-p/[dt, 69 + dt, e)]p = c’ + 40) + c,,[dt, 0) - doI. (5~) 

Equations (5b) and (5~) combine to reveal that 

dt, 0) = ijo - (6’ + (Y - t>/cll. 

Observe, however, that random changes in the marginal cost of cleaning effluent 
have no effect on the marginal products of eit’hcr K or the pollutant. Their em- 
ployment should thcreforc bc independent of the vaIuc of B that actually appears. 
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We can formalize this notion by suggesting that K(t, 8) = K(t), and 

z(t, e) = z(t) + (C’ + a - t)/c11. 

Subsequent observations will verify these suggestions. 
The center is assumed fully aware of these reaction funct,ions and maximizes 

fl{B(CrKW + (1 - r>(Z(t, 0) + PC4 @Pll’p, VI - rK@) 
- fW, 01, 51 - CCdt, e), ell ((9 

with respect to t. The resulting first-order conditions reveal, aft’er some algebra, 
that the best et3uent charge is t = H’. In that case, 

a(e) = go - (~y/c3, (74 

2(e) = i. + (@/cd, Vb) 

R(e) = A-,, Vc) 
and 

.z(e> = sh (74 

reflect the x-firm’s responses to an observed O;‘j only in the context of these re- 
actions do the maximization conditions for (6) reduce to the accurat.c statement 
that H’ = C’. 

2. The Optimal Quantity Order 

We need to determine similar reaction functions for the s-firm under an 
arbitrary quantity order (2). In this case, the firm solves 

m,;thx (B’[~KP + (I - r) (a + pPll’p - rK - C(P, 0) ) 

t,o determine its reaction functions. These reactions, notationally represented by 
a(~, e) and K(z, e), emerge from two rat’her complex first-order conditions: 

rB’( (rK(2, e)p + (1 - r)[z + ~(2, e)]“)l’p,‘K(z, e)}l--p = r, @a> 

(1 - r)By (-+qz, ep + (1 - dLz + dz, e)]p)V[z + ~(2, e)pP 
= C’ + a + C,,[q(.q 0) - &!. (Sb) 

The center meanwhile takes the emerging q(.Z, 0) and K(L, 0) as given, and 
maximizes 

-qwCK(z, 8, z + h, W, 71 - rw, f-9 - fw - CM% e>, el> (9) 

wit,h respect to z to determine the best quantity order, 2. If we assert that 

8 = $0, (104 

p(b, e) = p. - Wed, (lob) 
and 

K (ii, 0) = kQo + 4 (&, e)], OOC) 

6 Equations (5) reduce to (4) given these reactions. Equations (7) therefore solve system (r)), 
and their uniqueness is guaranteed by the assumed shapes of the various cost and benefit schedules. 



(8) reduce to (4’) : 

{ (y(Ac[20 + 4” - (a/Cd])~) + (1 - r)[h + 40 - (~/CI,)]~)*‘~ I’-’ 

A”[?” + do - (a/Cll>l- I 

= yB’( [yA”p + (1 - y)]l’p/Ao)l--p = 1’; 

(1 _ r)R, ((r{A”[20 + 40 - (WC,,)])“) + (1 - r)[& + 40 - (wCdIp)“~\*--p 

i [So + go - (a/c% 
-- 

7 

= (1 - -y)B’[-A”P + (1 - y)]‘-p 

= C’ + a + c,,[po - (cu/‘C**) - &I] = C’. 

The first-order condition for (9) also reduces to (4~‘) under these assertions ; 
definitions guarantee the validity of (4’), and uniqueness allows us to conclude 
that Eqs. (10) are correct. Under the quantity regime, therefore, emissions are 
held const,ant, while output and the utilization of K vary with 8: 

d(O) = 40 - (cY/Cll), (114 

l?(e) = li-, - A”(a,‘C1l), (lib) 
and 

i(e) = To - G(p)(a/C**). Olc) 

The cleansing response to random shifts in marginal costs is the same under 
both modes; increases (decreases) in costs cause the amount of pollution removed 
from the effluent to fall (rise). The similarity stops there. Under quantity stand- 
ards, emissions are fixed so that total pollution must fall, but the employment of 
K and final output vary inversely with cleaning costs. Output and K employ- 
ment are meanwhile fixed under effluent charges; it is emissions that vary directly 
with cleaning costs. These observations will weigh heavily on the welfare com- 
parison of the two modes. 

3. The Comparative A&adage of Prices 

The means by which we will compare t’he two alternatives will he the com- 
parative advantage of prices over quantities (A) : t’he difference between the 
expected levels of benefits minus costs achieved by the optimal effluent charge, 2, 
and the corresponding optimal quantity standard, 20. Mathematically, 

A = E( [B(io, v) - ?.A, - H([& + (~/CII)], E) 

- fxpo - WCdl, @I - MC~O - ~:(P)(dCn)l, 1)) 
- +‘to - Ac(a/‘C,dl - H@o, E) - C(Ciro - (a/C,,>], e)]}. 

When A is positive, then, an effluent charge is preferred; when it is negative, a 
quantity standard is preferred. 

By observing that E(rcu,ICILJ = E:(~(~)[or(t?)/C’lJ) = E{5(.$)[a(0)/C1J} = 0, 
we can derive an interpretable expression for A: 

A = -+(HI1 Var [z(e)] + 231, Var [2((e)]) 

= -3(Hll + ~~~CC;(P)I~I Var (a/C1d. 
02) 

While the first line provides the clue to understanding the underlying economics, 
the second is analytically simpler and is recorded for future US~.~ It is, t,hen, the 
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TABLE I 

The Comparative Advantage at the Curvature Extremes 

Limit Interpretation Qualifications A 

Linear social costs 
Highly curved social costs 
Linear benefits 
Highly curved benefits 
Linear cleaning costs 
Linear cleaning costs 
Highly curved cleaning costs 

(none) 
(none) 
(none) 
(none) 

HII > BI,@(P))* 
HII < BII(G(P))~ 

(none) 

variance in the argument of any part of the social welfare function that causes 
trouble. The term r(e), for instance, indicates how actual emissions vary with 0 
under effluent charges; that movement, creates a level of expected costs that is 
higher than the level that would be achieved if $0 were emitted with certainty. 
The magnitude of that loss is simply HII Var [z(e)], and, since it is a loss created 
by prices, must be subt’racted from the comparative advantage of prices. The 
expression 2 (~9) similarly indicates how 8 effects output, Ohereby achieving a level 
of expected benefits that is ion-er than the level that would be generated by the 
certain production of go. The magnitude of this second loss is ( - Bll Var [2 (@I), 
and, since it is created by quantity control, it must appear in A as a positive ex- 
pression. The two curvature parameters (B,, and r-I,,> clearly reflect which varia- 
tion effect is the more deleterious.” 

Table I summarizes the extreme cases, and should reinforce the reader’s undcr- 
standing. The impact of Cll, the curvature of the cleansing cost function, may be 
a bit mysterious at first glance. Observe, however, that as Cl1 increases arbitrarily 
(nears zero), the profit maximizing responses to 0 all approach zero (increases 
wit,hout bound). In the limits, therefore, the comparison either becomes moot 
(since bot)h modes produce the same circumstance) or turns crucially on the sign 
of {HII + B,,CT:(P)121. 

7 Without the assumption of independence between B, E, and ‘1, the expression 

-(CovCP~?~;~~e~I+C~vC~~E~,~~~~11 
is added to A. These new terms reflect the correlation effect of randomly shifting out,put in the 
context of randomly shifting marginal benefits (e.g.). If Cov (6; 9) is positive, for inst,ance, output 
tends to increase just as marginal benefits are shift,ing upward. That would be, of coume, the 
correct direction, and should create a positive influence for the control that allows it-quantities. 
That effect is accurately subtracted from A, the comparative advantage of prices. 

* Were the firm to operate with inaccurate information about the price of 2, it could easily be 
computing a price mean different from the true mean B’. The center could easily adjust its control 
orders to compensate completely for this error if it knew of the problem, and the same distributions 
of output and pollution could be achieved. Nothing would have changed. If, on the other hand, 
the center were unaware of t,his informational difficulty, output and pollution would emerge from 
around the wrong means. These distortions in the average outcomes would, of course, produce dead 
weight losses under either control in addition to the variation spawned losses we have already 
observed. By properly manipulating the resulting comparative advantage of prices, however, it is 
possible to summarize both effects with the variance of output, and pollution around the incorrect 
means computed by the firm. The interpretations t,hat we have attached to Eq. (II), and thus 
the importance of variation in output and the level of pollution, therefore survive intact when we 
simply remember that variation must be measured arourld the means computed by the firm. It 
follows that the substantive conclusions are unchanged. 



III. THE IMPACT OF SUBSTITUTIBILITY 

We have nlrcady noted that the ability to substitute K for Q in the face of 
changes in cleansing costs is utilized under quantity standards alone. WC are 110~ 

in a position to explain why. Effluent charges are relevant only on the margin. 
Any changes in costs that might t,hen occur under a price control result only in 
changes in t,he proportion of the fixed amount, of total pollution that is emitted. 
No substitution takes place and output is unaltered. Equations (10) reveal, how- 
ever, that substit’ution does take place on the quantity side of t,he comparison; 
it can be thought simply to reflect the degree with which cost changes influence 
the final production of the good x. 

We need therefore only investigate the effect on G(p) of changing p to trace the 
impact of the elasticity on the quantity side of A: 

CaG(p)/apl = - {YCPO - P)I-~G~M~~I Cb (rAuP + 1 - r)l log A. 
The sign of this partial depends crucially on the signs of the logarithmic terms; 
all of the others are positive. Table II summarizes the various cases. 

We can infer directly from the table that when 0 < p < 1, an increase in the 
elasticity of substitution (p -+ 1) will cause a decrease in G(p), and thus a decrease 
in the severity with which cost variations are manifest) in out,put variations under 
quantity control. Indeed, if K and the pollutant are perfect substitutes (p = l), 
the reduction in total pollut’ion caused by an increase (e.g.) in cleans’ng costs 
would be accompanied necessarily by an increase in K that would leave tot’al out- 
put unchanged. The benefit side would therefore disappear, and a quantity st’and- 
ard would be unambiguously favored [kc., A(p = 1) = -+3H11 Var (LY/C’~J < 01. 
The opposite conclusion is drawn when 0 < v < 1 (p < 0). The output effects 
under standards of cost disturbances increase from a factor of [ (1 - r)/C,, J, 
when K and the pollutant are employed in fixed proportions (U = 0), to a maxi- 
mum in the Cobb-Douglas case (p = 0). The benefit side therefore increases in 
importance and creates a positive bias for using effluent charges. 

IV. THE MULTIFIIYM CASE 

We have t’hus far analyzed only the restrictive case of a single polluting pro- 
ducer of the final good. An extension of the control comparison to the multifirm 
case will allow us to demonstrate not only the impact of increasing the number of 
firms, but also the robustness of our previous conclusions. 

In this section, therefore, we postulate 1% producers of Z, all of which also dia- 
charge the pollutant in question. For the ith firm, then, 

xi = [-i&m + (1 -  Yi)(& + Qi)P(9]llP(~) 

represents the production function, and 

Ci(giy ei) = Ui(ei) + [Ci’ + CYi(ei)](4i - illi) + $Clli(~z - @Vi)’ 

(13)  

approximates t.he cost function for removing qi from the effluent.9 The optimal 
effluent charge emerges from these complications intact; 2 = H’. 

9 The central points for these approximations are determined by maximizing 

E(BC(C 4, ?I - r(z: KS) - z C&i, Oi) - rrcc 4, [ll 
with respect to Ki, q+ and zi (i = 1, . . , n), and in the context of (13). The resulting optimal 
( (Go;), (2, ), and (& )) also allows us to construct second-order approximations for B and II 
around ( 2 &) and (I3 &), respectively. 
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TABLE II 

The Sign of [aG(p)/+] 

- 

Term A>1 A>1 A<1 A<1 
O<P<l P<O O<P<l PC0 

log (rA*p + 1 - Y) (+) C-1 (+) 
log A (+I (f) j7; C-1 
(~G(P)/+) C-1 (+I C-1 (+I 

The ith firm then responds as follows: 

ai = poi - [LLi(&)]/Clli, 

%@i> = ioi + [ai(ei>]/cll”, 

R,(&) = I&j, 
LLIl d 

a,@) = c&j. 

The optimal quantity standard is, meanwhile, & = &, so that 

94ei> = 4oj - [~~(e~)]/c,,~, 

&(ej) = Roj - Ap (aj/clli), 

%@i> = 2oi - Gi(pi)(w’Clli), 

for all a.l” The resulting comparative advantage of a uniform effluent charge 2 
over quantity standards ( Zoi] for the entire “industry” should not be surprising :I1 

A(4 = -XHII Var (2 .%(&)) + I?,, Var (gI &(eJ)] 
i=l 

= -4lfJ11 Var (5 [dei)icl191 + Bll Var [it (Gi(Pi)LYi(Bi)/Clli)lJ. (14) 
i-l i=l 

The intuitive interpretation of (12) that unraveled the single-firm case can be 
applied directly to (14, when it is cast in terms of variances of total industry 
output and total industry emissions. All of the previous conclusions are, therefore, 
equally applicable. It is, indeed, t’ot,al output and total emissions that enter the 
benefit and social cost functions; their variances should thus creat,e the losses 
upon which the control comparison turns. 

The ceteris paribus effect on the comparative advantage of increasing the number 
of firms producing x, and emitting the pollutant, can also be deduced. So that we 
may concentrate our full attention on this effect, we now assume that all of the 

lo The constants are defined in a manner analogous to those which appeared in the single-firm 
analysis, 

Ai*(“) s CriH’/(l - -/Jry(i), 

and 
u(i) = (l/l - Pi), 

for the ith firm. 
Gi(pi) a [yi.&‘(‘)~i + (1 - ,s;)]“P~, 

I1 For a more complete derivation of a similar problem, including the existence of (ye;) and 
computation of A(n), consult Yohe [5]. 



firms are ident~ical, and that) the 8, are identically distributed; i.e., 

:I’; = [rKp + (1 - y) (z + q)p]l’p, 

CC&, 6) = n (6) + CC’ + ~Y~iillqQ - 40) + Kll(qi - &J2, 

Var [a(&) J = s , 
and 

cov [a@,) ; a@,)] = ks2. 

We must also correct for the secondary influence of II. To that end, we define a 
transformed cost function for all firms, 

t’hat can be interpreted as Ma1 removal cost given as a function of the total 
amount of pollution produced but not emit’ted, and under the assumption that all 
firms are identical. It will be F that will be held constant ; we are interested only 
in the pure effects of changing n, not t,hc secondary cost or production changes 
that may ensue. We should also note, in passing, that I?1 = C1, I’12 = C12, and 
7a 11 = Cll. 

The comparative advantage emerges from these simplifications in the form 

A’(n) = - (l/2) ((1211 + ~,,[G(~)12)l~~,2)C(1/~)s2(1 - k) + ks21. (15) 

The number of firms, therefore, has an entirely neutral effect, influencing only 
the importance of the comparison through the final term of (15). By observing 
that 

(a/an)[(l/n)s’(l - k) + l&J = -S2(1 - k)/,22, 

we also see that as long as t’hc firms are not perfectly correlated (k # l), an in- 
crease in their number will decrease t’he absolute magnikrde of A’(n), the welfare 
importance of our comparison. Only when the 8; are totally independent, however, 
can the comparison become entirely moot as FL increases ; t’hat is, only one limit 
is zero: 

lim A’(n) ll.=0 = 0. 
n-m 

Perfect correlation (k = 1), meanwhile, blunts the effect entirely. 
While neutrality may be surprising at first, it is easily explained. There are 

only two ways that n could influence the choice. The first lies in the potential 
efficiency gains that are usually afforded price controls because they guarantee 
that marginal costs will be equal across all firms. In this case, however, the re- 
sponse to fli under either mode is given by Qoi - [ai(OJ/Clli]; quantity standards 
achieve equal marginal costs, as well. Any potential gains from diversification are 
similarly destroyed; the output response of each firm to ei under quantities, and 
the corresponding emissions response under prices, are both described by 
C~&4),mll~]. v ariances in total output are therefore never different. Rather than 
favoring one control over the other, then, changing the number of firms simply 
effects the importance of worrying about which types should be chosen. 

The reader should finally n&e that the usual superiority of the “gray market” 
scheme of selling a fixed number of unit pollution permits in lieu of setting specific 
standards for each firm is also neutralized. Such market schemes are usually 
thOught t0 be b&w hcause they Ii& Ody fix t(Jtal C’nliSSiOIlS, but ah) d1O(:ilt,C 
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t’hosc cmisSi~JIls so that the marginal cOst of cleaning effluent is equal Over the 
&ire industry. We have already noted, however, that both controls automati- 
cally achieve this desired efficiency as the firms react to the Bi. 

V. THE CONSUMPTION DISTORTION 

As we observed in the introduction, the amount of pollution emitted need not 
equal the quantity actually “consumed” by the public. A myriad of weather and 
topographical random variables typically intervene. Returning to the single-firm 
model, we will call that intervention the consumption distortion, and assume that 
the amount of pollution emitted (xe) is additively related to the amount actually 
consumed (z,); that is, 

xc = 2s + #(Q, 

where X indexes the relevant random variables and # prescribes their effect. We 
also presume that X is independently distributed. 

While the incorporation of this distortion will have a decided impact on the 
center’s optimal control orders, the significant ramifications lies beyond their 
computation. We therefore simply observe that either a modified quantity stand- 
ard, &’ or a modified effluent charge, I’, is now required. If, as should be expected, 
E’+(X) < 0, then it can be shown that 

and, since h and 0 are independent, 

&,(i’, e> = 2,‘. 
The producer of x, meanwhile, is not directly effected by It,(X), so that the re- 
sponses recorded by Eqs. (7) and (11) remain valid. As a result, 

under prices, 

under quantities, and 

Z’(l) > R(f) 

2’(e) > d(e) 

.iw(e) = R’(P). 

The sole effect of the consumption distortion has been to cause output and 
emissions to be systematically increased.12 

If benefits and social costs are truly quadratic, the comparative advantage will 
emerge from this complication entirely intact. A quadratic function exhibits a 
constant curvature throughout its domain. Since it is that curvature which 
predicts the severity of the variation induced losses, the systematic translation 
which we have just observed will have no effect. The loss will be the same regard- 
less of where along the domain output variation (e.g.) is inserted. Were either 
function not quadratic, however, a different story would emerge. Translation of a 
randomly varying output into a more highly curved region of the benefit function 
would, for example, exaggerate the decline in expected benefits (over the case of 
certain output). A less curved region would, of course, dampen that decline. 

12 The independence of x from e, .$ and 9 contributes significantly to the simplicity of these 
statements. In as much as X indexes weather variables, however, independence is not very costly. 
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l{($urttittg 10 out* j)oljutiott cxttltldv, \vv c~:ttttrol I)(, 8tttY 01’ lltc~ clitwliott itt wltivli 
average pollution cotrsumptiot~ will lnow. Tlicw arc’, iticlwd, ~itsw in which il. 
will remain &. Wc do know, ho\vcvw, that output will lw highw wlwn the con- 

sumption dist,ortion is acl~nowl(~dgc!d. In as much as sal iation predicts that bwrfit 
functions are less curved in their upper ragions, output variation should become 
less costly. Since only quantity standards allow such variation, the comparative 
advantage of prices should unambiguously dcclinc. 

VI. COKCLUDIKG REhIARIiS 

While we have produced results that have very familiar interpretations, the 
particular structure of a pollution control problem does have an impact. Quantity 
standards create variation in the output of the final good which must be weighed 
against the variation in pollution emissions allowed by effluent charges. The 
ability to substitute for the pollutant in the production of the final good is crucial 
in determining the dcgrcc with which random changes in cleansing costs are 
transformed, under quantity controls, into output variation. There is, meanwhile, 
no corresponding effect under price controls. 

This secondary output effect has another impact Ivhcn the random relationship 
between the amount of pollutant emitted and the amount consumed is recognized. 
That, recognition may require that the average production levels of both the 
poIIutant and the final good bc altered. While the pollutant’ may still enter the 
social cost function in the same region, output of the final good will now enter 
the benefit function in a nw region. The output variation allowed by standards 
is thercforc more (less) harmful if the new region is more (less) highly curved. 
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